Impact of multiple re-use of anion-exchange chromatography media on virus removal.
We evaluated viral clearance in multiply-cycled anion-exchange media run in flow-through mode. We found that anion-exchange columns do not lose viral clearance capacity after extensive re-use, if they are cleaned with recommended buffers that do not chemically degrade the media. In contrast, anion-exchange (AEX) columns that are not cleaned or are cleaned with buffers that chemically degrade the media lost viral clearance capacity after extended use. In these cases, other performance attributes that changed at the same time were increased band spreading, decreased DNA clearance and accumulating backpressure that prevented re-use past 80-120 cycles. Thus, our data suggests that flow through mode anion-exchange columns that are cleaned with recommended cleaning buffers, and periodically monitored for band spreading, DNA clearance and/or backpressure need not be re-evaluated for viral clearance at the end of the validated media lifetime.